
Choose Wisely Part 2

1. Verb

2. Verb Ending In Ing

3. Verb Ending In Ing
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Choose Wisely Part 2

"My Fantasy was to always fuck you in the ass..."; Gohan said. Kate smilled.

"Well, I think its coming true..."; Kate said.

Gohan's cock dug through Kate's ass cheeks until it hit her entrance.

"I'm your bitch, now, Gohan. Verb me as long as you want..."; Kate purred.

Gohan easily slid the tip in Kate's ass. Kate groaned and bit her lip.

"Aah... Wolves are so hot..."; Gohan panted. Kate blushed and smilled.

She brushed a few strands of hair from her face.

Gohan grabbed Kate's waist. Kate began Verb ending in ing and Verb ending in ing . Gohan noticed a

tear on Kate's cheeks. Gohan immediatley stopped and huged her.

"I'm sorry. Want to stop?"; Gohan asked.



"N-no... Keep going... "; Kate said.

Gohan layed back down and slowy thrusted in her. Kate moaned and closed her eyes.

"Gohan... Faster, Deeper..."; Kate moaned.

Gohan pumped Kate's ass faster. Kate screamed in pleasure.

Gohan went deeper and deeper in her bowels. Kate's breast began bouincing up and down, which turned Gohan

on. Kate's anus clenched tightly around Gohan's dick. Gohan moaned and moaned and shouted "I'm Going to

Cum!"; Kate clenched her ass harder and began bouncing up and down while riding Gohan. Gohan quickly came

.

Kate Screamed and came. Gohan still thrusting into Kate, grabbed her breast. Once they stopped cumming,

Gohan pulled out and layed down with the wolf.

"Want to hear option E.?"; Kate asked.

"Sure."; Gohan still catching his breath.



"Plan E is this..."; Kate said and kissed Gohan. Gohan was surprised but didnt resist.

The human and wolf happily stayed in the bed, making out.
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